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Put a body on him!: Failure to box out Josh Smith costs Orlando

Magic

By Brian Schmitz

Sentinel Staff Writer

ATLANTA -- While the Atlanta Hawks were celebrating like

an NCAA 15th-seed gone wild, bouncing teammates engulfing

hero Josh Smith on the floor, Orlando Magic coach Stan Van

Gundy gave Rashard Lewis a sour look.

Lewis responded with hunched shoulders and palms raised

upwards.

Smith had just vaulted over Lewis to slam back Joe Johnson's

missed shot at the buzzer, giving the Hawks a long-awaited,

86-84 victory Wednesday night against the Magic.

In one fell swoop, Smith wiped out Vince Carter's tying 3-

point shot seconds earlier and secured the Hawks a playoff spot. He also ended Atlanta's six-game losing streak

against Orlando, including three defeats this season, and cut the playoff-bound Magic's lead in the Eastern

Conference postseason race to 3 ½ games.

Referees looked at the replay of Smith's dunk, ruling it good. "I knew it was close, but I had to celebrate a little,

because this is a long time coming for us to knock off Orlando," Smith said.

Magic center Dwight Howard scored 19 points and had 24 rebounds, Jameer Nelson added 20 points with eight

assists and Carter finished with 16.

The Magic had to go on a 10-0 run late to get back in this defensive grinder of a game.

Van Gundy squarely pointed the finger at Lewis, 6-feet-10, for not boxing out Smith, 6-9.

"Unfortunately, we forgot to box on the weak side, and Josh was able to make a great play," Van Gundy said.

"We became spectators and didn't block out."

Lewis wasn't happy with some of Van Gundy's offensive play-calls, but he more or less took the responsibility

for not putting a body on Smith.
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The Magic (50-22) were fooled a little after Carter tied the game with 9.9 seconds left, his 26-foot 3-pointer

stunning Philips Arena.

Lewis said he and teammates figured the Hawks (46-25) would call time-out, but they rushed down as the

Magic scrambled to get into position. Howard went over to help Carter on Johnson, leaving them exposed on

the backside.

"I was kind of between two guys when the shot went up. I had one guy on my left-hand side and Josh came on

the right side, so basically there's nothing we can do," Lewis said. "Maybe I should have boxed out Josh. You

can say that after the plays over. It was tough to box out more than one person at one time."

Said Nelson, "It's definitely not one person's fault. Vince hit a big shot, but Josh got open and was able to make

a big play at the end. Dwight went to help on the other side, so that gave Josh space."

Van Gundy probably wanted to keep his distance from fiery small forward Matt Barnes. He was seething

afterwards, kicking at an ice bucket in the dressing room.

Barnes, considered Orlando's best perimeter defender and renowned Kobe Bryant-agitator, was pulled by Van

Gundy with 5:38 left for Lewis. Barnes (12 points, 7 rebounds) was visibly upset heading to the bench.

"(Van Gundy) obviously must not trust me down the stretch. Only thing I can think of. I'm knocking down 3s, I'm

playing D, I'm rebounding. I couldn't believe it," Barnes said. "I could see it if the person I'm coming out for is

cooking or something…but that wasn't really the case tonight.

"It's very frustrating to sit on the bench the last five minutes when I held Joe to 13 points. It's very frustrating."

Asked about Barnes' absence, Van Gundy said he needed "to get more shooting on the floor."

The Magic lost small forward Mickael Pietrus, another defensive option, in the second quarter after he re-injured

his left ankle. Pietrus said he'd be out about a week with the sprain.

The Hawks gathered for a group-hug after Smith's shot.

"They were excited about the win. I would have been, too. We've beaten them a lot, but they are definitely a

team we could see in the playoffs," Lewis said.
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